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ABSTRACT 

     

One of the main problems associated with Sliding Mode Control (SMC) is that a whole knowledge of the system 

dynamics and system parameters is required to compute the equivalent control. Neural networks are popular tools 

for computing the equivalent control. In fuzzy SMC with Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN), a 
Lyapunov function is selected for the design of the SMC and RBFNN is proposed to compute the equivalent 

control. The weights of the RBFNN are adjusted according to an adaptive algorithm. Fuzzy logic is used to adjust 
the gain of the corrective control of the SMC. Proposed control method and a PID controller are tested on the 

Manutec-r15industrial robot manipulator. The real time implementations indicate that the proposed method can be 

applied to trajectory control applications of robot manipulators. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The robot motion tracking control is one of the challenging 

problems due to the highly coupled nonlinear and time 

varying dynamics system. In addition, there are unknowns 

and uncertainties in the parameters of the mechanical part 

of the manipulators the actuating systems [1]. To design a 

controller for robot manipulators, it’s necessary to have the 

exact trajectory tracking performance for reference inputs 

and the robustness for the external disturbances. 

Conventional feedback controllers are commonly used in 

the industry because their control architecture is very 

simple and easy to implement [2, 3]. However, when these 

conventional feedback controllers are directly applied to 

nonlinear systems, they suffer from poor performance and 

low robustness due to the unknown nonlinearities and 

external disturbances [4].  

In the past decade the applications of intelligent control 

techniques (fuzzy logic or neural networks) to the motion 

control for robot manipulators have received considerable 

attention [5]. Saad et al. studied the trajectory tracking 
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problem using neural network to control the nonlinear 

dynamic model of a robot. They utilize multilayer recurrent 

networks to estimate the dynamics of the system and 

inverse dynamic model [6]. Lee and Choi propose an 

adaptive neurocontroller for robot manipulators based on 

the radial basis function network [7]. Sun and Wang 

developed an adaptive fuzzy control strategy for robotic 

manipulators to guarantee both global stability and 

performance. Their control strategy employs a gradient 

descent algorithm to minimize a cost function which based 

on the error of the controller output and minimized by 

tuning some or all parameters of fuzzy controller [8]. 

Sliding Mode Control (SMC) has been recognized as a 

powerful control technique capable of making a control 

system very robust with respect to system uncertainties and 

external disturbances when the system trajectories belong to 

predetermined sliding surfaces. However, in order to 

compensate system uncertainties and operate effectively in 

the sliding surface, SMC requires instantaneous change of 

control input [9]. This may cause high frequency 

oscillations of the controller output, termed “chattering”. In 

practical engineering systems, the chattering may cause 

damage to system components such as actuators. Another 

difficulty is the calculation the equivalent control, because a 

thorough knowledge of the plant dynamics is required for 

this purpose. Fuzzy logic and neural networks can provide 

an effective way to resolve these problems. 

The integration of the fuzzy logic system in a sliding mode 

controller approach is seen many examples [1, 9, 10, 11]. 

Abdelhameed used chattering index to tune adaptively the 

switching gain of the sliding mode controller in order to 

shorten the duration of reaching phase and to minimize 

chattering of the control action of SMC [1].  Choi and Kim 

designed a fuzzy-sliding mode controller by fuzzifiying the 

sliding surfaces in order to attenuate the chattering [9]. Lin 

and Mon’s paper presents a hybrid adaptive fuzzy control 

design methodology, where the nonlinear system is 

controlled by a state feedback controller and an adaptive 

fuzzy controller. In their adaptive fuzzy controller, an 

adaptive law is developed to tune a robust gain of the 

sliding-mode controller so as to cope with the uncertainties 

and model errors [10]. Guo and Woo used an adaptive 

single-input single output fuzzy system to calculate each 

element of the control gain vector in sliding mode 

controller [11].  

Neural networks are used with SMC to abate of the SMC. 

Wai proposed a sliding–mode neural-network control 

system for the tracking control of an n rigid-link 

manipulator. Neural network controller used by him is 

developed to mimic an equivalent control law in the sliding 

mode control, and a robust controller is designed to curb the 

system dynamics on the sliding surface for guaranteeing the 

asymtotic stability property [5]. Ertugrul and Kaynak are 

utilized two parallel neural networks to realize a neuro-

SMC. In their work equivalent control and corrective 

control terms of SMC are the outputs of the two layer feed-

forward neural networks [12]. Especially multilayer feed 

forward neural network has been used to compute the 

equivalent control in literature. 

In this paper Radial Basis Function Neural Network based 

fuzzy Sliding Mode Control methodology is proposed. 

Fuzzy logic is used to adjust the gain of the corrective 

control of the sliding mode controller. For the purpose of 

controlling the system states to hit the sliding surface and 

then slide along it, the weights of the RBFNN are adjusted 

according to an adaptive algorithm. Proposed method and 

PID control are tested on an Manutec-r15 industrial robot 

manipulator. The results obtained from the experiments are 

represented. 

This paper is organized as follows: Fuzzy SMC with 

RBFNN is presented in the next section. Experimental 

system is described section 3. Section 4 contains the 

experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. FUZZY SMC WITH RBFNN  

2.1.  Sliding Mode Control  

Robot manipulators made of rigid links are generally 

described by following dynamic equation: 

)(),()(),()( tuqqFqGqqqCqqM =+++ &&&&&             (1) 

where 
nRqqq ∈&&&,,  are the joint position, velocity, and 

acceleration vectors, respectively; 
nxnRqM ∈)( denotes 

the inertia matrix; 
nxnRqqC ∈),( &  expresses the coriolis 

and centrifugal torques, 
nRqG ∈)(  is the gravity vector; 

nxnRqqF ∈),( &  is the unstructured uncertainties of the 

dynamics including friction and other disturbances; 
1)( nxRtu ∈  is the actuator torque vector acting on the 

joints. The dynamics can be embedded in the state space 
representation as follows: 

)(),()( tButxftx +=&                                           (2) 

where B is the input gain matrix.  

SMC has been developed for theoretical and practical 

studies of control engineering since 1070’s by Utkin [13]. 

Thereafter Slotine, Edwards and Supergeon well developed 

the theoretical works of the Sliding Mode Controller and 

expanded its applications [14].  

In general, the SMC can be separated into reaching mode 

and sliding mode. In reaching mode, trajectory starts from 

anywhere on the phase plane moving toward a switching 

surface and reaches the surface in finite time. In the SMC 

the trajectory asymptotically tends to the origin of the phase 

plane [15]. 

In order to derive the sliding mode control law, which 

forces the motion of the error to be along the sliding surface 

0=s , the required sliding condition is defined as [16]: 

ss
dt

d
ς−≤2

2

1                                                           (3) 

From this equation common notation for sliding mode can 

be obtained: 

ςς −≤≡−≤ )(ssignssss &&                             (4) 
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The sign  function is a discontinuous function; 
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For the robotic system, the control objective is to make the 

robot track a given desired trajectory 
dqq = . In this case, 

sliding surface is that 0=s  for some 0>λ . 

ees λ+= &                                                          (6) 

where λ  is a positive constant, e  is the tracking error 

equation  (
dqqe −= ). 

The control should be chosen in such a way that the 

candidate Lyapunov function satisfies Lyapunov criteria. 

The positive definite Lyapunov function is selected as 

following, 

2
)(

ss
sV

T

=                                                           (7) 

It is aimed that the derivative of the Lyapunov function is 

negative definite. This can be obtainable if: 

)(
)(

sDsigns
dt

sdV T−=                                            (8) 

D is positive definite diagonal matrix. Taking the derivative 

of (7), equating (8) and using system equation, sliding 

mode control law can be represented as: 

ceq uuu +=                                                          (9) 

where 
equ  is the equivalent control law for sliding phase 

motion and 
cu  is the corrective control for the reaching 

phase motion. The control objective is to guarantee that the 

state trajectory can converge to the sliding surface. So, 

corrective control 
cu  is chosen as follows: 

)(sKsignuc =                                                         (10) 

where K  is a positive constant. The controller in (10) 

results with high frequency oscillations, defined as 

chattering. 

2.2. Design of Fuzzy SMC with RBFNN  

The control law for the planned controller is as in (9). The 

configuration of proposed controller is shown in Fig.1. In 

proposed method, a RBFNN is employed to model the 

relationship between the sliding surface variable, s, and the 

equivalent control, 
equ . In other words, sliding variable, s, 

will be used as the input signal for establishing a RBFNN 

model to calculate the equivalent control. 

RBFNN have been widely used to represent the nonlinear 

mappings between inputs and outputs of nonlinear control 

systems. The architecture of RBFNN is as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the Proposed Controller. 
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Figure 2. Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN). 

The Gaussian function is used as the activation function of 

each neuron in the hidden layer. The network consists of 

three layers: an input layer, a single layer of nonlinear 

processing neurons, and an output layer. The excitation 

values of this Gaussian function are distances between the 

input values of the sliding surface value, s, and the central 

positions of the Gaussian functions [17]. 

( ){ }2

/exp)( jjcssg σ−−=                                         (11) 

where j is the j. neuron of the hidden layer and jc  

characterizes the centres of the Gaussian function. The 

variable 
jσ  determines how the function ( g ) spreads over 

the domain of its input space. Weightings between input 

and hidden layer neurons are specified as constant 1.  

Weightings between hidden and output layer neurons ( jw ) 

are adjusted based on adaptive rules.  

The overall outputs of the structure are evaluated by a 

weighted sum of the neurons contained in the hidden layer 

and is described by (12). 
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1

sgwsgwu T
n

j

jjeq ==∑
=

                           (12) 

The weightings of the RBFNN should be regulated based 

on the reaching condition, 0<ss& . An adaptive rule is 

used to adjust the weightings for searching the optimal 

weighting values, and obtaining the stable convergent 

property. The adaptive rule is derived from the steep 

descent rule to minimalize the value of ss&  with respect to 

jw . The updated equation of the weighting parameter is 

following:  
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where τ  is the adaptive rate parameter. Using the chain 

rule, (13) can be rewritten as follows:  
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where τ  and system parameter are combined as a learning 

parameter,γ .  

The corrective control gain of the SMC is computed with 

fuzzy adaptation in the second proposed controller. s is the 

input and K is the output of the fuzzy system. 
is  has 

membership functions: nb, nm, ns, z, ps, pm, pb (Fig 3a) 

and 
iK  has membership functions: z, ps, pm, pb (Fig 3b). 

Rule base is selected as follows:  

IF is  is nb, THEN iK  is b 

IF is  is nm, THEN iK  is m 

IF is  is ns, THEN iK  is s 

IF is  is z, THEN iK  is z 

IF is  is ps, THEN iK  is s 

IF is
 is pm, THEN iK  is m 

IF is  is pb, THEN iK  is b 

 

They are all Gaussian membership functions defined as 

follows: 
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From our knowledge of the fuzzy systems, iK  can be 

written as 
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(a)                                                                                                      (b) 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Membership Functions (a) Input (b) Output. 
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of the center of the membership functions of iK  
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=

M
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m

ki sss mm
1

)(/)()( µµψ , 

and M  is the amount of  the rules. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM  

The robot manipulator used in experiments is Manutec-

r15 (Fig 4). Manutec-r15 is a robot with 6 degree of 

freedom. Manutec-r15 has 3 phase, brushless 

synchronous motors  and incremental encoders (axis 

1:600, axis 2: 1200, axis 3: 600, axis 4: 360, axis 5: 

320, axis 6: 500).  

 

Figure 4. Manutec-r15. 

The malfunctioned original control and driver unit of 

the manutec-r15 was deactivated, and a new 

transformer, a new driver system, a new control system 

was built up to try the control methods on the robot. 

The block diagram of the system is shown in Fig.5.  

 

Figure 5. Block diagram of the system. 

A circuit is designed to isolate the digital input-output. 

Simple filters were emplaced to eliminate wrong 

measures because of the cable length that connects the 

systems.  

Data acquisition and control implementation were 

performed using the 16 Bits, 299kS/s, Quanser Q8 I/O 

board. Features of the computer used on the system are 

Pentium 4, CPU 3.2 GHz and 512 MB RAM. Proposed 

control methods are tested on the robot with data 

obtained from a DAQ card through Wincon software on 

a Matlab Simulink. Simulink block diagrams of the 

system is on Figure 6. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experimental results for base two axes of the robot are 

presented here. The reference positions for axis 1 and 2 

were 0o and 157o respectively. The base axis target 

trajectory was a sinus with 10o amplitude and 0.2rad/s 

frequency. The target trajectory for the other axis was a 

sinus with 5o amplitude and 0.2rad/s frequency. γ  

learning rate was selected as 0.01. 

The desired and actual positions were close to each 

other for both proposed methods for axis 1 and 2. 

Results of proposed method are better than classical 

PID control as shown in Fig.7. 
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Figure 6. Simulink block diagrams of the system. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 7. Target and actual states positions of two axes for Fuzzy SMC with RBFNN (a) for axis 1 (b) for axis 2. 

Tracking errors of the two axes are as shown in Fig 8. 

Position errors are at a maximum at peak positions of 

the sinus. Errors are smaller on adjusting the gain with 

fuzzy logic. Control input torques for both methods are 

as shown in Fig. 9. Torques are quite close to each other 

on both methods for axis 1 and axis 2. There were no 

chattering on control signals. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 8. Position error for two axes for Fuzzy SMC with RBFNN (a) for axis 1 (b) for axis 2. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 9. Control Torque Inputs for two axes for Fuzzy SMC with RBFNN (a) for axis 1 (b) for axis 2. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

Many control methods about trajectory tracking 

applications of robotic manipulator have been put 

forward and reported in literature. In the classical SMC, 

the corrective control gain may choose larger number, 

which causes the chattering on the sliding surface or, 

corrective control gain may choose smaller number, 

which cause increasing of reaching time and tracking 

error. Here an adaptive sliding mode control scheme 

based on a fuzzy neural network for manipulators is 

presented. Using fuzzy controller to adjust the 

corrective control gain in SMC, system performance is 

improved. RBFNN is used to compute the equivalent 

control. So, system parameters aren’t needed to 

compute the equivalent control.  

The real time implementations show that the joint 

position tracking responses closely follow the desired 

trajectory for proposed method. Results demonstrate 

that the proposed fuzzy SMC with Radial Basis 

Function Neural Network controller in this paper, is a 

stable control method for robotic manipulators 

trajectory tracking applications 
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